
IT/Technical/BPO Recruitment Solutions.

Providing The Best Software Engineers,IT and
BPO Staff in Bulgaria.

Delivering Top IT Consultants and Contractors.

talantix.com
                                      
                                             Top Tech Talents
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About us

Highly experienced recruitment team

that has only one GOAL:

To deliver to its partners the best,

efficient and productive candidates.

TALANTIX.COM     
IT/TECHNICAL/BPO RECRUITMENT SOLUTIONS.



Services

IT/Technical Recruitment
Finding the best IT/Technical candidates in all industries.

BPO Recruitment
We provide you candidates with a variety of technical and language skills.

RPO
Take from us your ready-made team of recruiting consultants.
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TALANTIX.COM
IT/TECHNICAL/BPO RECRUITMENT SOLUTIONS.



“IT'S NOT A FAITH
IN TECHNOLOGY.
IT'S FAITH IN
PEOPLE.”

STEVE JOBS

Our philosophy
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We give our

customers the largest

warranty period in

Europe and North

America.

1 YEAR WARRANTY

PERIOD.

Strategic Advantages.

We find for our

clients top tech

talents within 2-3

weeks.

2-3 WEEKS.

Candidates we

have found for

our clients work

an average of

4-5+ years in

the companies

of our clients.

4-5+ YEARS.

We develop large-

scale strategies to

reach the greatest

tech talents

through human

and AI

approaches.

WINNING

STRATEGY.
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We will find for you

top talents at the

level of the people

working in companies

like Google, Apple,

Amazon, Spacex and

Facebook.

BRILLIANT MINDS.

Strategic Advantages.

We will do our

utmost to find for

you the best

talent in the

market. 

No compromises.

AGGRESSIVE

SEARCH.
We are

search,keep in

touch and

communicating

with the best IT

talents, seven

days a week.

7 DAYS A WEEK.

We guarantee on

100% that you will get

from us the highest

quality and highest

number of top

candidates, even if you

work with 10 or more

recruitment companies

at the same time.

TOP QUALITY AND

QUANTITY.
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FEEDBACK FROM CANDIDATES

„Talantix offered me several offers that

met my expectations perfectly. The

hiring process went very smoothly and

the feedback was timely. I recommend

Talantix."

KRASIMIR KOEV

Senior Front-End Developer,

Moorcode

„My work with Talantix was a pleasure,

as the offers they offered me met my

requirements and experience. I was

informed in time about upcoming

commitments and procedures related to

them. The end result satisfies me

completely and I would recommend

Talantix to friends and acquaintances in

the IT industry. "

EVGENIA MITEVA

.NET Developer,

PubGalaxy

„Thank you Talantix team for providing

me the opportunity to go to an interview

in a company with great professionals

and nice atmosphere. Also, thanks for

the assistance and communication

during the hiring process. For me it was

great working with Talantix as a hiring

company. I wish you have a great

success as a company and help all your

clients to find what they a searching

for."

IVAN IVANOV

Senior QA Automation Engineer,

SolarEdge.com
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FEEDBACK FROM CANDIDATES

„For me has been an absolute pleasure

working with Talantix. They were so

supportive, motivating and highly

professional during our collaboration.

They have contacted me with a company

with the most accurate job position for

me.I recommend Talantix such as

Recruitment Agency for anyone who

want to find new job opportunities in IT

Industry."

DIMITAR SHUTEV

Web Data Analyst,

Amadeus.com (i:FAO)

"I am pleased with Talantix, because

they approached me with a relevant

offer according to my skills and

interests. Moreover, the hiring process

was quick and I was able to negotiate

the desired remuneration. For these

reasons I would recommend them as

recruitment company. "

RADOSLAV GEORGIEV

Senior C ++ Developer,

www.flolive.net

"With this recommendation I express my

positive impressions of the services of

Talantix. The whole process of

communication with them is very

simple. Extremely easy, without getting

to their office, accurate, fast and purely

professional. I want to recommend them

to anyone who has needed for this type

of service. "

NENCHO NENCHEV

Senior Java Developer,

taryafintech.com
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Work with us

www.talantix.com

WEBSITE

hi@talantix.com

EMAIL

+359 8 777 88 174

CONTACT NUMBER
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